
Information about the processing of personal data 

 

From 25 May 2018, the General Data Protection Regulation - GDPR * will become effective in 

all European Union countries. Thanks to this, you have an influence on entrusted personal data, as 

well as the method of their processing. 

Having in mind that data protection is a priority, we would like to inform you in which areas 

and scope we process data in our GALAKTA company in order to be able to provide our services. 

 

Who is the administrator of your data? 

The administrator of your data is GALAKTA Waszkiewicz Dariusz, Łagiewnicka street 39, 30-

149 Cracow, Tax identification number: 677-002-21-99. Contact details of the Data Protection 

Supervisor in GALAKTA .: e-mail: inspektor@galakta.pl, Łagiewnicka street 39, 30-149 Cracow. 

 

What is the general purpose of data processing? 

We process the personal data provided to us only for the purpose and scope for which you 

have consented. We only collect personal information provided to us voluntarily. In some cases, 

voluntarily providing us with personal data may be necessary to sell our products - no consent to 

processing thereof may result in limited or no possibility to use our services. We will use the personal 

data provided to us for the purposes of: 

• Information purposes 

Your data is processed in order to answer questions asked to us via email, as well as to send 

notifications regarding the course of order fulfillment or complaint submission. 

• Data processing for the purposes of participation in the ranking system and game 

tournaments organized by our company. 

Personal data of person entered in the ranking of our games, as well as person participating in 

tournaments organized by our company, are processed in order to provide prizes, inform about 

upcoming tournaments, keep records for tournaments, conduct online rankings. 

 

What is the legal basis for the processing of personal data? 

The legal basis for the processing of personal data provided by you is the provisions of art. 6 

par. 1 lit. bif REGULATION OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND OF THE COUNCIL (EU) 2016/679 of 

27 April 2016 on the protection of individuals with regard to the processing of personal data and on 

the free movement of such data and the repeal of Directive 95/46 / EC, and to the rest by your 

consent. 

 

 



How long do we store data? 

We store data for the duration of the performing of our services for you, as well as after their 

completion until you submit a request to delete data. 

 

Information about cookies 

Cookies (so-called "cookies") are computer data, in particular text files, stored in the user's 

end device and are intended for the use of websites. These files allow to recognize the user's device 

and properly display the website adapted to his individual preferences. Cookies usually contain the 

name of the website from which they originate, their storage time on the end device and a unique 

number. The site uses cookies to customize its content to the user's preferences and optimize it in 

terms of usability. These files are also used to create anonymous, aggregated statistics, allowing 

analysis of how to use websites, which contributes to the improvement of their structure and 

content, excluding personal identification of the user. We use two types of cookies: 

• session - temporary files that are stored in the user's end device until the user leaves the 

website, logs out or disables the web browser 

• constants - files that are permanent, stored in the user's end device for the time specified in 

the cookie file parameters or until they are manually removed by the user. Personal data 

collected via cookies can be collected only to perform specific functions for the user. Such 

data is encrypted in order to prevent unauthorized users from accessing them. 

Managing cookie files Software used for browsing websites (web browser) usually allows cookies to 

be placed in the user's end device by default. Website Users may change the settings in this regard, 

so as to block the automatic handling of cookies in the browser or to inform about the inclusion of 

cookies on the device of use. Detailed information on this subject is provided in the help or 

documentation of the web browser. Please be advised that restrictions on the use of cookies may 

affect some of the functionalities available on our Website, and in some cases may completely 

prevent the use of the Website. Cookies may be used by advertising networks to display 

advertisements suited to the way you use our Website. For this purpose, they may retain information 

about the user's navigation path or time remaining on the Website. In order to manage cookie 

settings, select the appropriate web browser, and then follow the instructions. 

 

What rights do you have in relation to the processing of data? 

You have the right to: 

• access to data and their modification 

• delete data 

• restrictions or omissions of their processing 

If you want to change the scope of the data processed by us, including the objection and / or 

withdraw your consent, please send an e-mail to: inspektor@galakta.pl. 

 

 



How do we protect your personal information? 

Administrator makes every effort to ensure all means of physical, technical and 

organizational protection of personal data against their accidental or deliberate destruction, 

accidental loss, change, unauthorized disclosure, use or access, in accordance with all applicable 

regulations. Both the data collection process and the database storing them are protected against 

access by third parties. 

 

Where can you file a complaint about how your personal data is processed? 

You have the right to lodge a complaint regarding the processing of personal data to the 

supervisory body, ie the Inspector General for Personal Data, Stawki street 2, 00-193 Warsaw. 

 

Changes to the privacy policy 

We reserve that we may make an amendmends to this document. The new version of our 

Privacy Policy will be published on our website galakta.pl every time. 

 

We hope that the above information has been helpful. If you have any questions, please 

contact us. 

 

* Regulation (EU) 2016/679 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 27 April 2016 on the 

protection of individuals with regard to the processing of personal data and on the free movement of 

such data and the repeal of Directive 95/46 / EC 


